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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP2463174A1] The device for creating a replacement of an incandescent lamp by a lighting unit for a light signal in rail traffic that is in an
interlocking side of safety monitoring, comprises: lighting units such as LED lights with a power supply interface; an interlocking side interface (8)
to subscribe the electric power from a signal box; and an interface module interposed between the interlocking side interface and the power supply
interface, where the interface module comprises a control logic (24), which knows a signal aspect and/or a daily time-dependent characteristic of
the incandescent lamp. The device for creating a replacement of an incandescent lamp by a lighting unit for a light signal in rail traffic that is in an
interlocking side of safety monitoring, comprises: lighting units such as LED lights with a power supply interface; an interlocking side interface (8)
to subscribe the electric power from a signal box; an interface module interposed between the interlocking side interface and the power supply
interface, where the interface module comprises a control logic (24), which knows a signal aspect and/or a daily time-dependent characteristic of
the incandescent lamp to be replaced and controls the power output of the power supply interface as a function of the selected signal aspect and/
or daily time; a voltmeter (30) measuring the interlocking-side at the interface and the voltage applied to the control logic; and a power receiver that
controls the time measured by the control logic in dependence of the voltage so that the interlocking side interface replicates the characteristic of the
power consumed to replace incandescent lamp. The voltmeter operates in tycom readiness management system mode. The power receiver has a
power driver in pulse-width modulation (PWM) mode, and eliminates typical inrush current in response to the interlocking-side switching present on
the lamp for a cold filament in the lamp. The power receiver eliminates the inrush current in a: first temporal portion of a temporary parallel resistance
after providing the electrical power for switching on the lighting unit, where the parallel resistance corresponds to the resistance of the incandescent
lamp in the cold filament and the resistance value increases with time; and second temporal portion of the temporary parallel resistance replaced
by a PMW-function to simulate the load characteristics of the lamp. An independent claim is included for a method for creating a replacement of an
incandescent lamp by an energy efficient lighting unit for a light signal in rail traffic.
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